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Dynamic Motion of a Single Degree of Freedom System
Following a Rate and State Dependent Friction Law
JAMESR. RICE AND SIMON T. TSE1
Divisionof Applied Sciences,Harvard University, Cambridge,Massachusetts

Sequencesof dynamic instabilitiesare analyzedfor a singledegreeof freedomelasticsystemwhich
slidesalong a surfacehaving frictional resistancedependingon slip rate and slip rate history, in the
manner of Dieterich, Ruina and others.The systemis representedas a rigid block in contactwith a fixed
surfaceand having a spring attached to it whose oppositeend is forced to move at a uniform slow speed.
The resulting"stick-slip"motions are well understoodin the classicalcasefor which there is an abrupt
drop from "static" to "sliding"frictional resistance.We analyze them here on the basisof more accurate
frictional constitutivemodels. The problem has two time scales,an inertial scale set by the natural
oscillation period T of the analogousfrictionlesssystem as T/2:rr and a state relaxation scale L/V
occurringin evolution, over a characteristicslip distanceL, of frictional stressu towards a "steady state"
value uss(v)associatedwith slip speedV. We show that u _• uss(v)during motions for which acceleration
a satisfiesaL/V 2 <<1, and that this conditionis met during an inertia controlledinstabilityin typical
circumstancesfor which the unstable slip is much greater than L. Since Via is of order T/2n during
inertia controlled motion, one has L/V <<T/2n, whereasL/V >> T/2n during much of the essentially
quasi-static"stick"part of the cyclewhen there is a sufficientlysmall imposedvelocityat the load point.
Thus the physicallyirrelevant time scale(L/V during inertial controlledmotion, T/2n during quasi-static
motion) is much shorter than the relevant scale,which is troublesomefrom a numerical point of view as
it is the shorter time scale which constrainsallowable step size. We propose efficient numerical proceduresto deal with such response,in which the full equations with inertia and state relaxation are
solvedonly in a transition regime when both time scalesare significant.We show resultsfor several
friction laws, all having history dependencebased on a single evolving state variable and all having
propertiesthat &/•V > 0 for instantaneouschangesin V, that u evolvestowards uss(v)as exp (--6/L)
with ongoing slip 6 when V- const, and that duSS(V)/dV
< 0 except possiblyat high V. During the
dynamic instabilities we find that motion continues at a nearly steady state condition, u •_ 'rss(v),until
dynamic overshootbecomesso significantthat "arrest" begins.In the arrest stage, V drops rapidly to
very much lower values(never zero in our models)under nearly fixed state conditions,and then the long
quasi-static"stick" phaseof the motion beginsagain.

INTRODUCTION

A frictional sliding instability between rock surfacesin the
laboratory correspondsat least qualitatively to shallow depth
earthquake instability along an existing fault [Brace and Byerlee, 1966]. The simplest constitutive relation used to describe the frictional

interface

is the classical

"static-kinetic"

friction law which is characterized by a static friction before
slip initiates and a reduced kinetic friction once slip motion
commences.For an initially stationary single degree of freedom elastic system (spring-block arrangement as shown in
Figure la) subjectedto constantbut slow load point displace-

mentrate•o(= Vo),thislawpredicts
thattheblockwill startto
slide when the spring force k• o is equal to zs. As shown in
Figure lb, once sliding begins,the friction resistanceinstantaneouslydrops down to the constantkinetic friction zk causing
accelerationand then deceleration(dynamic overshoot)of the
block. The block arrests after it has slipped 2(zs -zk)/k and
the friction resistancethen drops instantaneouslyfrom rn to
the spring force r• - (rs - r•). The resistancestarts to increase
again slowly as the load point continues to move with constant speed. As the spring force increasesto the static friction
level, the block once again starts to slide and another cycle
repeats. Independently of the spring stiffness,this law always
predicts unstable motion once slip starts. However, it is observed in many friction experiments that sliding is stable in

•Now at AT&T BellLaboratories,
Murray Hill, New Jersey.

sytems of sufficiently great stiffness whereas unstable slip
motion may be found in systems of low stiffness.Also, as
pointed out by Ruina [1984], this law cannot generally predict
quasi-static slip motion over a finite slip zone in an elastic
continuum. Another constitutive relation commonly used to
describeslip motion leading to instability is a slip-weakening
law. In this model, once sliding begins, the shear strength
decreasesfrom a peak resistanceto a residual strength over a
characteristic slip distance. Quasi-static analysis shows that
slip motion is stable for large enough system stiffness but
unstable for low stiffness.This slip-weakening concept has
been applied to preinstability fault modeling [Palmer and
Rice, 1973; Stuart, 1979a, b; Stuart and Mavko, 1979; Li and

Rice, 1983] and to dynamic rupture propagation [Ida, 1972;
Andrews, 1976; Burridge et al., 1979; Day, 1982a, b]. This law
is simple to use and able to simulate some seismologicalphenomena, but becauseit inherently neglects the time or rate
effects,it cannot reproducemore than one cycle without artificially resetting the friction level when the slip stops.
Experimental studies on frictional sliding in rocks as done
and interpreted by Dieterich [1978, 1979a, b, 1981] and Ruina
[1980, 1983] have led to a somewhat more realistic constitu-

tive description. As formalized by Ruina, this description has
the shearstrengthz dependingon normal stressan,slip velocity V and on the prior slip history in the form of dependence
on a set of phenomenologicalparameterscalled state variables
which evolve with ongoing slip. The general mathematical
framework for this law has the form [Ruina, 1980, 1983]
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The aim of this paper is to examine the full nonlinear description of motion, including the effect of inertia, and to determine when the quasi-staticanalysis breaks down and how
the inclusion of inertia affectsthe subsequentslip motion for
the spring-block with imposed load-point motion. We report
numerical simulations of several cycles of slip motion using

base area

&
(808)=
rap
r
different

forms of a one state variable

version

of the constitu-

tive law (1), and discusscharacteristic time scales,dimensionless measures of their importance, and possible approximations

in numerical

calculation.

We do not suggestthat the singledegree of freedom system
analyzed can be made to correspondclosely to an actual fault.
Rather, the analysis is intended to provide an understanding
of stressresponseaccordingto the rate and state dependent
friction laws during inertia controlled motions, in the hope
that this understandingwill be in part transferable to more
realsitic fault models involving slip between deformable continua.

RATE AND STATE DEPENDENT

LAWS

Specificforms of the general slip rate and slip rate history
dependentlaw (1) have been proposedand discussedby Dieterich [1979a, 1980, 1981], Ruina [1980, 1983], Gu eta!.
[1984], and Tullis and Weeks [1985]. Based on the a priori
(b)
assumption (or approximation) that one state variable 0 in a
constitutivelaw as in equations(1) sufficesto characterizethe
Fig. 1. (a) Single degree of freedom elastic system. A block of
surface state, Rice [1983] recently outlined a procedure for
mass m and unit base area slides distance 5 with frictional stress r.
The load point movesa distance5o at an imposedspeedVo, stressing constructing constitutive relations on the basis of experithe block through the springwith stiffnessk. (b) Stressresponseof the
mental features reported by a variety of workers (see referblock to a steadily moving load point for the classicalstatic-kinetic
encesabove).Theseare as follows:
friction law. Initially stationary, the block starts to move when the
1. The effect of a suddenly imposed (i.e., at fixed state)
springforcek5o is equal to the staticfriction zs,and it then slideswith
increaseor decreaseof V is to respectivelyincreaseor decrease
the constantkinetic friction rk. The arrows show the directionsof the
pathsalong which the frictionalstressand springforceevolve.
•:. Thus (&/•V)o > 0. We note that when there is a single 0,
this derivative can be expressedas a function of •: and V, say,
as (&/•V)o = A/V where A = A0:, V) > 0 is obtained experiIn slip motion at a fixed slip rate and normal stress,the state mentally from "velocityjump" tests.A - const is suggestedin
variables evolve towards steady state values 0iss satisfying several references cited above.
Gi(V, a,, 0• ss,0•_•,... , 0, •) = 0 such that the shear strength
2. In slip motion at a fixed slip rate V, z evolves towards a
evolves towards a steady state value •:s•(V)correspondingto
steady state value correspondingto that slip rate V, i.e., •?(V).
the fixed speedand normal stress(we do not further displaya,
3. The evolution of z towards z•(V) at constant V is
as a variable).
characterized by an approximately exponential decay over a
A fairly comprehensivenonlinear analysis of quasi-static characteristic slip distance L = L(V) such that &r/dr5=-(z
-z•)/L
in slip 5 at constant V. (It is generally understood
slip motion of a driven spring-blocksystem(Figure la) and its
possibleinstabilitieshas been given by Gu et al. [1984], Rice that a superposition of two or more such decay processes,
and Gu [1983] and Blanpiedet al. [1984] for specificone and each with their own L, better fits data and must be included to
explain some phenomena,but here for compatibility with the
two state variable laws (as special casesof the class(1)). The
one state variable law was proposedby Ruina [1980, 1983] as assumedone state variable form we must assumethat only a
an approximation to a law proposed by Dieterich [1979a, b, single decay processis active.) Thus, sinced•: = (&/•O)v dO in
1981] and is cited later here; the two state variable law was of slip at constant V, we are assumingthat
similar form but provided a closer fit to the observedrelaxao/at = - [v/œ(v)][, - eXv)]
ations in Ruina's experiments.Also, extensivenumerical simulations of quasi-staticmotion and its instability are given by As Rice [1983] noted, although the last equation is motivated
Dieterich [1980] and G. M. Mavko (unpublishedpaper, 1984). as an idealization of approach to steady state at constant V,
From a linearized stability analysisthat included inertia, Rice the expressionthat it givesfor dO/dtin terms of V and 0 (•:and
and Ruina [1983] showed that d•?(V)/dV < 0 from the above (&/•O)v can be regarded as functionsof V and 0) must apply
formulation is a necessaryand sufficientcondition for steady during general motions with variable V. This is becausethe
state sliding to becomeunstable at sufficientlyreducedelastic one state variable version of (1) requires that dO/dt be deterstiffnessfor surfaceson which a step changeof V, from that of mined only by 0 and V and not, e.g., by dV/dt or higher
a previous steady state to a new fixed value, is followed by a
derivatives of V.
montonic approach of •: to the new •:•s(V). Conversely,
A procedure for assigningnumerical values to 0 has not yet
d•rs*(V)/dV> 0 on surfaceswith such monotonic approach at
been identified. This can be done with some degree of arbifixed V implies stability of steady sliding to small pertur- trariness,associating0 values with members of the one parambations no matter what the elastic stiffness.However, as slip eter family of curves in a •, V plane of which each represent
motion becomes unstable the slip velocity departs from the constant state response,i.e., instantaneouschangesof •: and V
[Ruina, 1980, 1983]. However, the exerciseis unnecessary.We
steadystate value and the linearized analysisbreaksdown.
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can rewrite the classof constitutiverelationsjust described(or,
as recognizedalso by Ruina [1983], all relationsthat involve a

singlestatevariable)without explicitreferenceto 0. To do so,
note that

(•'r/•?O)vdO= du - (•u/•?V)odV= du - (A/V) dV
Thus, the constitutive laws discussedin items 1 to 3 above are

equivalentto sayingthat the first order differentialequation
du
dt

A(u, V) dV
V
= -- •
[u -- uss(v)]
V
dt
L(V)

(2a)

links historiesof V and u to one another. For example, given
V and u at t = 0 (i.e., given the initial state), the equation
associatesa stresshistory u(t) with any given velocity history
V(t). The experimentalquantitiesor functionsrequired are the
instantaneous viscosity parameter A = c9u/c9(ln
V) at fixed
state,the steadystate strengthuss
, and the decayslip distance
L. Sometimesthe systemmay undergo a motion that is so
close to steady state conditionsthat equation (2a) can be replacedby
ß = ss(v)

(2b)

Various forms for A, ussand L can be chosen. The one state
variable law of Ruina [1980, 1983] mentioned above correspondsto (again, for fixed an)

A = const

L = const

u's= u, -- (B -- A) In (V/V,)
(3a)

whereB is a constantand V, is an arbitraryreference
velocity
at which the steadystate strengthwould be u,. The law is
more familiar as Ruina first wrote it,
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(typicalplatevelocity)and uss(v)
beginsto leveloff after10- x
mm/s, n can be chosenas 10.
The function uss(v)in equations(3a) and (4) has the property that duss(v)/dV< 0 for the valuesof B and A quoted. Reversal of the inequality has been observedin experiments at
high temperatures[Steskyet al., 1974; Stesky,1975, 1978] and
on surfacesthat have undergonerelatively little total slip [Dieterich, 1981]. Based on the stability analysesmentioned in the
introduction, for duss(v)/dV< 0 steadystateslidingis unstable
for small enoughstiffnessor large enoughperturbationswhile
for duss(v)/dV> 0 steady state sliding is always stable. Tse
and Rice [1984] suggestedthe depth cut-off of crustal earthquake activity (e.g., between approximately 10 and 15 km
along the San Andreas fault) can be understood in terms of
the variation of the friction responsewith depth (increasing

temperature)from a regime with duss(v)/dV< 0 to one with
duss(v)/dV>O. Mavko [1980, unpublished paper, 1984]
showedthat a changein sign of duss(v)/dVat a certain depth
tendsto concentrateinstability,in quasi-staticstrike slip sliding betweentwo elasticplates,into the shallowerregion with
duSS/dV< O.
Rice [1983] also discusseda case for which V(c•u/c•V)o
=
A = 0•, with 0•= const. In this case integration at fixed 0
shows that the variation

of u with

V is u = W V • where the

integration"constant"W is a functionof state 0 and, for that
matter, could be useditself as the variable to be identified as 0.

SinceA is typically of order 0.01u,0•would have to be of order
0.01. In that caseexperimentaldata fitted over severalorders

of magnitudein V to V(c9u/OV)o
= A = const= 0.01u,,leading
to the logarithmic direct velocity dependencein (3a), could be
fitted comparably well to V(&/3V)o = A = czu•, 0.01u,leading
to a power form u oc V • for the direct velocity dependence,

sinceu differsonly modestlyfrom u, over a wide rangeof V.

u = F(V, O)= u, + A In (V/V,) + 0

(3b)

dO/dt= G(V, O)= --(V/L)[O + BIn (V/V,)]

(3c)

simulationsas we report here never involve V so closeto zero

but (2a) and (3a) are fully equivalent to (3b) and (3c). Fitting
this law to Dieterich's [1981] experiments (under constant
normal stressan of 100 bars and at room temperature) on
frictional sliding of intact Westerly granite on a gougelayer of
the same material with variable layer thickness,gouge particle
size and degreeof surfaceroughness,Gu et al. [1984] found
that for rough surfacesA/an = 0.006 to 0.008, B/A = 1.12 to

showsup.
The formulation in equation (2a) can also be applied with
the quotient form

1.14, L=40

to 50 #m/s and u,/an=0.6 for V,=I

The latter form remains well defined at V = 0, although such

that the awkwardbehaviorof In (V/V,) very near that point

u = anC(O)/f(V)

for F(V, O) favored by Dieterich [1979a, 1980, 1981]. In his
case•

#m/s.

When fitted to the other surface roughness the values are
slightly different but they are of the same order of magnitude.

One canseethat both A and B are smallfractionsof u, (about
1%). This law can therefore be viewed as a small deviation
from the classicalkinetic friction concept. The state or history

dependencegivesan effect like "static" friction in certain circumstances[e.g., Dieterich, 1980; Ruina, 1983].
Experimental observation over a wide range of V suggests
that the steady state stress uss(v) tends to level out to a re-

siduallevel at higher slip speeds(above0.1 mm/s in the results
of Dieterich [1978] on Westerly granite at room temperature).
This was also observed by Scholz and Engelder [1976]. It is
found that uss(v)is, approximately,inverselyproportional to

C(O)= Cl + c2 loglo (1 + c30)
f(V) = 1 +f2 10g•o(1 +f3/V)

where c•, c2, c3,f2, f3 are constantsand 0 is interpretedas an
effective contact lifetime whose steady state value is dcIV. For
this case,

A = -uV[df(V)/dV]/f(V)

uss(v)= anC(dc/V)/f(V)

and L = dc in equation (2a), although the presumed exponential evolution, in the form exp (-•i/L), of • towards
uss(v)at fixed V, implicit in equation(2a), is different in detail
from results of the different evolution laws for 0 adopted by
Dieterich at different times in his work [see Dieterich, 1981].

the logarithmof slip velocityfrom about 10-'• mm/s to 10-•
mm/s. Hence, one can replacethe last entry in equations(3a)
by

ELASTIC LOAD SYSTEMINTERACTION, INERTIAL EFFECTS,
AND CHARACTERISTIC TIME SCALES

uss(v)= u, + (B - A) In (V,/V + e-n)

(4)

and use this in (2a). Here, n is a positive number chosen(de-

pendingon the choiceof referencespeedV,) in sucha way
that uss(v)reducesto a residual level for slip velocity higher

than a certainvalue.For example,if V, is equalto 30 mm/yr

For the spring-block arrangement of Figure la with unit
base area, let k be the spring constant and rn the mass per unit

basearea. We write rn= k(T/2rO2 where T is the vibration
period of the analogousfreelyslippingsystem.Sincethe forces
acting on the block are the spring force k(g0- g) and the
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resistancer, the equation of motion is

The bracketedterm is of order unity for the constitutivelaws

discussed,
andhenceif lalL/V2 <<1 throughout
somephaseof

d2g

(T/2rr)
2• = (go
--g)- ,/k

motion for which slip g of order of a few times L occurs,
(5a) athen
u _• 0 in that motion. More precisely,lul is of order

with go = Vot, V0= const,whereasthe quasi-staticanalyses lalL/V2 whichis <<1. Thus we havein thoseconditionsz =

rss(v) plus A times a very small number, which means that

discussedearlier began with

=

-

The completedescriptionof the motion requiressimultaneous solution of equations(2a) and (Sa), the variables of
which are linked by V = dg/dt. We see that each of these
equationscontainsa characteristictime scale.In equation(2a),
L/V is a characteristictime for state relaxation and in equation (Sa) T/2• is a characteristic vibrational or inertial time.

•-• rss(v). Therefore the condition for solutionsto (2a) to
reduceto thoseof (2b) is that

lalL/V2 <<1
during slips of a few times L and more. Related to this, we

note that Gu [1984] showed that solutionsto (3b), (3c) for
uniformly acceleratedmotion, a- const, have the property
that • approaches,ss(v) as V increasessuch that the above

The state relaxation time scalevaries throughout the motion

condition

and hence, as will be seen, in cases as we consider here the
ratio of inertial to relaxation times, VT/2•rL, varies from << 1

following way: IdVI/V is a fractional changeof V, associated
with activation of the instantaneousviscosityeffect and with
changeof the ,ss(V)towardswhich • evolves,whereasdg/L is
a fractionalslip towardssteadystate.The latter will dominate,
so that • _• ,ss(v),in sustainedslip with

to >> 1.

We are concernedhere with loading speeds V0 that are
sufficientlyslow that the time between unstableinertia-limited
motions,analogousto that depictedin Figure lb, is very much

larger than T. Thus,althoughconstitutiverelationsof the type
we use predict that the block is never truly stationary, we
expectthat the quasi-staticequation(5b) togetherwith equation (2a) is a quite accuratedescriptionover most of the long
time interval that is analogousto the "stick" phase for the
classicalstick-slipmodel. Also, the nature of parametersis
suchthat the slip duringthe inertia limited instabilitiesis very
much larger than the relaxational slip distanceL. As will be
discussed,this implies that the steady state equation (2b) together with equation (5a) give an accuratedescriptionof the
motion over most of the inertia limited phase.

is met. The condition

IdVI/V

dg/L

-

can also be understood

lal/V

V/L

-

lalL

V2

in the

<< 1

The inequality is satisfiedduring inertia controlled instabilities for the conditionsconsideredhere. To see why we note
that rs•(V) is either constantor a slowly (logarithmic)varying
function of V at large V, and may be treated as effectively
constant over at least a modest range of V. Thus making the
assumption,subjectto verification,that equation (2b) applies
during much of the inertia controlled range, we will have the
harmonic

oscillation

form

Let us note the difficulties that occur if one tries to solve the

complete equations,(2a) and (5a), for all phasesof the motion.
In terms of the characteristicinertial and relaxational times,
T/2n <<L/V during most of what is the analogueof the stick
part of the cycle. We know that T/2n is irrelevant then, and
that solutionsof equation (5a) effectivelyreduceto those(5b).
However, if one attempts to solve equations (2a) and (5a)
numerically, it is the much shorter but irrelevant time scale
T/2n which controls numerical step size, and hence greatly
increases the time required for numerical solution. On the
other hand, during much of the inertia controlledinstability,
L/V << T/2n. Solutionsof equation (2a) then effectivelyreduce
to equation (2b) and the relaxational time L/V is then irrelevant. However,there again occursthe problemthat if we try

V •' Vma
x sin (2•rt/T)

a • (2•r/T)Vma
x cos(2•rt/T)

where [/maxis the maximum slip velocity.(These equations
describeexactly the casein Figure lb.) Thus lal is of order
(2n/T)V during suchmotion, and hencelalL/V2 is of order
(L/V)/(T/2n). But this is, apart from a numericalfactor, the
ratio of the characteristic
state relaxationslip L to the total
slip duringthe inertia controlledinstability.For the casesconsideredhere, the latter slip is many times L, and we confirm

that lalL/V2 <<1,whichmeansthatthecondition
for equation
(2a) to reduceto (2b) is met.
We do not consider slip between deformable elastic con-

tinua in detailhere.However,we may note that if a uniformly
stressed
fault growsin circularshapewith rupturespeedV,,
to solvethe full systemof equations(2a) and (5a) numerically,
and has a uniform stressdrop AT, then the Kostrov [1964]
the much shorter but irrelevant time scale,L/V, controlsnu-

solutionapplies.The slip at distancer < V,t from the centeris
merical stepsizeand greatly increasessolutiontime.
Thus in numericalsimulationsone may simplifythe equag =/•(Ar/t0(V,2t2 _ •.2)1/2
tion set to equations(2a) and (Sb) in phasesof the stick-slip
cycle when VT/2nL <<1 and simplify to equations(2b) and wherett is theshearmodulus
of theelasticmediumand/• is a
(5a) when VT/2nL >> 1, but one must contend with the full set function of V, which is of order unity for all speedslessthan
of equations (2a) and (5a) in an intermediate range whose' the shearwave speed.Elementarycalculationwith V -- Og/Ot,
limits can be setfor givensurface,systemand loadingparame- a = OV/Or showsthen that
ters after sometrial computations.
aL/V 2 -- (L/•Xr2/Vr2t2) _<L/•
The conditionfor steadystate resistance,i.e., that equation
(2a) reducesto (2b) can be understoodas follows.Let
Thus at all points of the dynamic rupture surfacefor which a
=
slip g muchgreaterthan L hasoccurred,we haveaL/V 2 <<1
and hencemeet conditionsfor equation(2a) to reduceto (2b).
and, for simplicity, assumeA = const as in equation (3a).
This shouldbe usefulin dynamicrupture analysisfor realistic
Equation (2a) can then be rewritten, using dt = dg/V where
fault modelswith slip betweenelasticcontinua.
g = slip and writing accelerationa = dV/dt, as
The simplespring-blockmodel that we analyzehere cannot
du/d(g/L)+ u = [1 - V(d,SS/dV)/A](aL/V2)
be made to correspondcloselyto such realisticfault models.
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kL/A = 0.8 and (B- A)/A = 1. The thick solidline is the steadystateline.The curvePo = 0 separates
unstableorbits
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However, for a rupture involving slip over a region which
growsat the shearwave speed• to diameterD and then stops
growing, we might approximately associatethe period T of
the oscillator with 2D/•. That is, T/2, the portion of acom-

plete cyclewith positivevelocity,is the sum of the time D/2•
over which rupture grows plus the same time D/2• for arrest
phases to spread backwards from the stopped edge of the
rupture. Thus, for D = 9 km and • = 3.5 km/s, T _• 5 s.
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steadystateat velocityV = Vo= V,. The load point speedis then suddenlyincreased
to 1.5Voand subsequently
held
constant.Dashedand solid linesare resultsfrom quasi-staticand dynamiccalculations,respectively.(a) Plot of dimension-

lessstress(z - z,)/A versuslogarithmof velocity,In (V/V,). (b) Plot of dimensionless
stressversusdimensionless
slip,J/L.
(c)Plotofdimensionless
stress
versus
dimensionless
time, V,t/L.(d)Plotof dimensionless
slipversus
dimensionless
time.
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Fig. 4. Numericalsimulation
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QUASI-STATICMOTIONS

In this limit T/2• <<L/V and equation (5a) reducesto (5b).
Then equations (5b) and (2a) show that motions with
dt - Vo- const are describedby trajectoriesin a stressversus
velocityplane which are the integral curvesof

kA('LV)L(VXV- Vo)dV/V 2

and it is seen that along the unstable trajectories (positive
factor beforethe exponential)this becomesmuch larger than
unity, implyingnonrelaxationof state.This quasi-staticanalysisneglectsthe inertia effectfor the whole slip historyand this
must ultimately becomeinappropriatealong the unstabletrajectoriesas V increases(towardsinfinity in finite time) and we
no longer meet the condition T/2• >>L/l/.

+ [•: -- •:•(V) -- kL(VXV - Vo)/V] d•:= 0

DYNAMIC MOTION, NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Gu et al. [1984] and Rice and Gu [1983] show examplesof
thesetrajectoriesfor the particular constitutivelaw described
by equations(3). In that case Gu et al. [1984] show that for
motions with V >> Vo (precisely,for Vo= 0), the trajectories
are given by

As suchconditionsare approachedit is necessaryto revert
from (5b) to (5a), that is, to solve the full equationswith iner-

can be seenby calculatingaL/V '• usinga = V dV/&5= -kV

instability,the nearlysteadystateslidingis expectedto continue through at least the beginningof the dynamicovershoot
stage (the stage at which the block deceleratesdue to the
compressionof the spring).Towards the endsof the dynamic
overshootwhen further shorteningof the springbecomestoo

tia. However, from what has been discussedearlier we know
that once inertia exertsits control of acceleration,at relatively
high slip velocity, we will typically be in the regime for which
state relaxation can be neglected T/2• >>L/V, and equation
(2a) can be reducedto (2b). Then the motion as governedby
equations(5a) and (2b) can again be describedby a trajectory
in a spring force F[F = k(•5o - •5)] per unit area versusveloci= const
(6)
ty plane. (Note that •- F in the quasi-static case discussed
where the constant Po is determined from initial conditions. above.)Thesetrajectoriessatisfy
The trajectories for the case kL/A = 0.8, (B- A)/A = 1 are
(T/2•r)2(V-- Vo)dV + EF-- •:ss(v)]dF/k2 = 0
drawn in Figure 2. Po > 0 gives unbounded slip velocity in
finite time; Po < 0 gives decayingslip speedand Po- 0 is a and integrateto simpleellipticalcurveswhen l/is sufficiently
trajectory dividing stable (Po < 0) and unstable (Po > 0) re- high that rssis independentof l/.
gions. The predicted motions involve a nonrelaxed state as
Becauseof the high slip speedinvolved during dynamic

dV/d•. Thus one finds

=kL/(B
_A,+Poexp[(BA
aL/V'
LC5ø)]
(7)

_
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Fig. 5. Numerical simulation of the slip motion for the one state variable law (3) with limiting speed approximation
(see text for details). The parameters and initial condition are identical to the case in Figure 3. For slip speedlower than

limiting speedVL (i.e.,In (VL/V,)= 21.6),the solutionis foundfrom quasi-staticanalysis.When the slip speedreachesthe
limiting speed, the block is allowed to slide at this speed until the sliding stressis balanced by the spring force. Then,

quasi-staticanalysisis resumed.(a) Plot of dimensionless
stress(z - z,)/A versuslogarithmof velocity,In (V/V,). (b) Plot
of dimensionless
stressversusdimensionless
slip,•i/L. (c) Plot of dimensionless
stressversusdimensionless
time, V,t/L. (d)
Plot of dimensionlessslip versusdimensionlesstime.

difficult, the full equations (5a) and (2a) must again be used.
We find in numerical solutions that the high block speed is
slowed down substantially or "arrested" within a short slip
distance. This implies that the "arrest" process is achieved
under a nearly constant or "frozen" state. After the block is
arrested, the slip speed becomes low enough so that quasistatic analysis applies again.
A numerical simulation of the slip motion described above
is performed for the case kL/A = 0.8, (B -- A)/A = 1, imposed

excessof springforce k(Jo -- J) over the slidingfriction r accelerates the block and the sliding stressevolvesrapidly towards
a steady state value correspondingto the current slip rate V
(line 1-2). The block then continuesto slide under a nearly
steady state condition until further shortening of spring is
prohibited (line 2-3). At this point, the block is "arrested"
within an extremely short slip distance (line 3-4). It can be
seen from Figure 3a that this arrest occurs at a frozen state.
The responseshould be compared to Figure lb for the classiload point velocityVo= V, = 30 mm/yr, L/Vo = 2.7 yearsand cal friction law. At the end of the arrest, the spring force and
T- 5 s. The block is initially sliding in a steady state conthe sliding friction are equal and the speed is low enough so
that quasi-static calculation is resumed. During this quasidition with constant load point velocity Vo such that V =
Vo= V, and rss= r,. The slip motion is then made unstable static stage (line 4-5), the sliding stressrestrengthensto a peak
quasi-staticallyby suddenlyincreasingthe load point velocity value at a nominally stationary contact. After the peak, the
friction stressdecreasesrapidly so that the block is accelerated
to a new constantvalue 1.5Vo.The resultsare shown in Figure
and once again the systementers the dynamic range at high
3. In the early stageof the slip motion, the block respondsto
the suddenincreaseof the load point velocity by a growing speed.The result shows that the systemexhibits a limit cycle.
oscillation. However, the slip speedis still small so that quasi- The stressvariations with slip and time during the cycle are
shown in Figures 3b and 3c, respectively.Although the cycles
static analysis remains valid. Because of this and compuare repeated exactly, the stressbuild up after a slip event is not
tational efficiency, the system of equations is solved quasistatically in the low speedrange and dynamically in the high strictly linear with time (Figure 3c) and the system is nomspeedrange.
inally stationary (effectivelylocked) for most of the cycle time
In the calculations performed here, the quasi-staticcalcula- (Figure 3d) with acceleratingslip precedingthe next event.
Experiments on rocks by Tullis and Weeks [1985] confirm
tion is switched over to a dynamic calculation when VT/2rL
is greater than a prescribedsmall number (5 x 10-4 is used that arrest after instability occursat nearly frozen state, reprehere) and vice versa.The dashedand solid lines in Figure 3 sented by a measured r versusIn V line analogous to line 3-4
show results from quasi-staticand dynamic analyses,respec- in Figures 3 and 4.
An identical numerical
simulation
as described above has
tively. As shown in the plot of shear stressversusdisplacement
in Figure 3b, during the initial stageof the dynamic range, the been carried out with the friction law (4). In this case, the
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steadystate stressrss(V)decreaseslinearly with In (V/V,) at

spring is used to increase the kinetic energy of the sliding

low speedsand reducesto residuallevel at high speeds(here,n

block, i.e.,

in equations(4) is taken to be 10 with V, = 30 mm/yr so that
the steady state stressbecomesrelatively constantfor speeds
higher than 10-• mm/s).The resultsare plotted in Figure 4
which show identical featuresas describedabove except that
the dynamicstressdrop, dynamicslip, total strengthdrop and
cycle time are expectedlysmaller.
As is seenin Figures 3a and 4a, the slidingstressr changes
rapidly with the slip rate to the steadystate value during the
accelerationstage.This seemsto take place over a narrow slip
rate range (on the logarithmic scale)as comparedto the whole
slip rate range calculated.One may ask if this could be approximatedby the following procedure:As the slip rate of an
unstableslip increasesto a limiting speed V•.,the quasi-static
assumptionbecomesinvalid. The block is then artificiallyconstrained to slide at this limiting speed such that the stress
evolves towards the steady state value. The assumption of
instability continuesuntil the springforce is reducedto equal
to the sliding stress,after which quasi-static equilibrium is
reasserted.This approximation procedure has been adopted
by Dieterich [1981] and G. M. Mavko (unpublishedpaper,
1984) in their numerical simulations of experiments and tectonic earthquakeinstability models respectively.The limiting
speed VL can be estimated from an energy balance condition
such that the potential energy releasedfrom the unloading

Ar2/2k= mVL2/2

(8a)

V• = (2r•/T)(Ar/k)

(80)

or

where T is the period of natural vibration and Ar is the dynamic stressdrop. This dynamic stressdrop can be estimated
as

AT= •q(VO- •ss(vo

(9)

whererq(V•.)
denotes
thestress
predicted
alongthequasi-static
trajectory at speedV•..Hence equations(80) and (9) becomean
implicit equation for V•.but are easy to solve iteratively since
AT is a slowly varying function of V•. When the casein Figure
3 is analyzedin this way (seeFigure 5a for the full quasi-static

trajectories),we find V• = 2.40 m/s. HenceIn (Vl•/ V,)= 21.6
and this is very close to the maximum speed attained in the

full dynamiccalculation(Figure3a showsIn (VL/V,) = 21.6).A
quasi-staticnumerical calculation for the same elastic system

with the limitingspeedtaken to be suchthat In (V•/V,) = 21.6
has been performed.The resultsare plotted in Figure 5. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 3 shows that this procedure approximates the responsereasonably well in the acceleration
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stage but not in the dynamic overshoot stage. The latter is
expectedbecausethe procedureimplicitly neglectsthe dynamic overshoot phenomenon.Therefore, in the limiting speed
approximation,the total strengthdrop, dynamicslip and cycle
time are generallyunderestimated(at least for this one degree
of freedomsystem)while the dynamicstressdrop is the same.
It is also possibleto incorporatedynamic overshooteffects
directly into quasi-staticcalculationswith the limiting speed
procedure.Once the quasi-staticanalysissuggeststhat V has
reachedVL, calculatedas above, we suspenduse of equation
(5b) and let slip continuear rate V• until the springforce F has
reducedto whatever level below zss(VL)
is desired(for example,
to make the overshoot rs'(V•)- F a certain fraction of the

"dynamic"stressdrop rq(VD- r"(VD).Duringthisrapid slip
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rate and state dependentlaw and the classicallaw is that the
first predictsa gradual changein friction stresswith ongoing
slip whereasthe latter predictsan instantaneousdrop in stress
as motion begins.Also, just before the "arrest" process,slip
speedpredictedby the classicallaw is zero while the slip speed
predictedby the rate and statedependentlaw beginshigh and
falls at essentially constant state to very small, but nonzero,
values.

The quasi-staticlimiting speedprocedureseemsto approximate the slip motion reasonablywell in the accelerationstage
but to under estimate the total strength drop, dynamic slip
and cycle time becausedynamic overshootis implicitly ignored. However, we show a modification of the procedure
which seemsto duplicatedynamicresultsquite closely.The
dynamic overshootis expectedto be less pronouncedin a
continuoussystemin which seismicradiation occurs.
The full numerical simulations demonstrate cycles of the
slick-slip phenomenon.In dynamic slipping,the block slides
rapidly with a reducedshear stressover a large slip distance.
Seismologically,this is analogous to an earthquake rupture.
After the dynamic motion, the slip velocity becomesso low
that the slip surface is essentially stationary. During this
nearly stationarycontact,slowly increasingloads causeshear

at V•, r evolvesrapidly to r's(VL)and the state evolvesto the
correspondingsteady state value. Once the spring force has
been lowered to the desired level, we instantaneouslyreduce
velocity (i.e., at constant state, along line 3-4 in Figure 6a), to
make • fall from zs'(V•)to the spring force, and then resume
quasi-staticcalculationsusing equation (5b). Figure 6 shows
the result of this procedure when the overshoot is chosen as
90% of the dynamic stressdrop. Comparing Figure 6 and
Figure 3, this modification of the quasi-staticlimiting speed
procedure predicts the dynamic motion remarkably well. stressto increase and, because of the concomitant evolution of
Under crustal conditionswhere someenergyis lost to seismic state, a preinstability peak level must be overcome as the
radiation, the dynamic overshootis expectedto be smaller systempreparesfor the next event. This slow "stick" processis
an analog to the formation of a "locked" zone in seismology.
than the virtually completeovershootanalyzedhere.
The stick-slip cycle is complete when the shear stresspassesa
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
peak value and decreasesso that velocity grows rapidly to
In summary,we have shown that two different time scales valuescontrolled by inertia.
Our work also shows a new representationfor rate and
exist for single degree of freedom elastic systemssliding acstate
dependentfriction with a single evolving state variable,
cording to rate and state dependent friction. For low slip
and notes that constitutive rate relations between stress and
speeds,the state relaxation time scale L/V dominates and a
quasi-staticanalysisis valid. For higher slip speedsoccurring velocity can be written without explicit referenceto the state
along unstabletrajectoriesof the quasi-staticanalysis,the time variable.
scale characterizedby the period T of natural vibration beAcknowledgments.This study was supportedby the U.S. Geologicomesessentialand full dynamic effectshave to be considered.
Slow quasi-static slip motion that is developing towards instability is characterized by an unrelaxed state which continu-

ously diverges from steady state. During unstable slip, the
frictional stressdecreaseswith slip faster than the spring force
does, and the excessspring force acceleratesthe block to
higher speeds,which allows the state to evolve rapidly towards a steady state condition. The unstableinertia limited
slip motion occursin nearly steady state conditions,i.e., z -•
z"(V), until the block overshootsdynamically. Motion is arrestedrapidly suchthat final velocityreductionoccursunder a
nearly frozen state as the friction force reducesto the spring
force. Quasi-static analysisis found to be appropriate when
T/2n <<L/V, whereasdynamic analysisunder the assumption
of instantaneouslysteadystate resistance(z = zs'(v)) is appropriate for large slip 6/L with T/2n >>L/V.
Two numerical examplesof the one state variable friction
law are examined. In one the steady state stress zs'(V) decreaseslinearly with In (slip rate) and in the other it decreases
linearly with In (slip rate) at low speedsbut becomesrelatively
constant at high speeds.The two show identical features as
describedabove but the latter has less dynamic stressdrop,
slip and cycle time. Comparing the stressversusslip curvesin
Figure lb with those in Figures 3b and 4b, one finds a close
resemblance.In fact, due to the "smallness"of the parameters
A and B, the slip rate and state dependentlaws (3) or (4) can
be viewed

as a small deviation

from the classical law. How-

ever,this small deviationcontributesimportant featuresaffecting the stability of the slip motion. One differencebetweenthe

cal Survey and the National ScienceFoundation.
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